Bob Stewart was a leading ocean physicist who made notable contributions to the study of turbulence, water waves, and air-sea interaction. He was also an influential educator, laboratory director, provincial deputy minister and an exemplary leader in international organizations involved in oceanographic and climate studies.
CAMBRIDGE, 1947-50
Bob told the tutor at St John's that he was prepared to do anything except nuclear physics, which he regarded as a dying field. He was sent to see the fluid dynamicist Sir Geoffrey ('GI') Taylor FRS, and was accepted as a graduate student. The small group working on turbulence included experimentalist Alan Townsend (FRS 1960) , theoretician George Batchelor (FRS 1957 ) and the German nuclear physicist Werner Heisenberg, who had studied turbulence earlier and was returning to it.
GI was away a lot and then was recovering from an automobile accident in New Zealand, so Bob found himself working mainly with Townsend, who was making measurements of turbulent flow in a wind tunnel, building much of the electronic equipment with bits and pieces left over from the wartime radar programme. The measurements came from hot-wire anemometers in which the temperature dependence of the resistance of a small electrically heated wire is exploited to measure the cooling induced by flow past it. Electronic devices were then used to evaluate various products of the signals. Townsend and Batchelor encouraged Bob to attempt to measure the triple velocity correlation between the square of a velocity component at one location and the same component at a different location. The nature of this correlation as a function of the separation r was crucial to evaluating theories for the structure and decay of turbulence, in this case produced by uniform flow past a grid. Bob successfully adapted and extended circuits built by Townsend (3, 4).
Bob was awarded his PhD in 1952 but he had already returned to Canada in 1950 in response to a recruitment drive by the Canadian government, which wanted to strengthen its military science. Bob was hired to work at the newly formed Pacific Naval Laboratory (PNL) in the naval dockyard in Esquimalt, near Victoria on Vancouver Island, British Columbia.
PACIFIC NAVAL LABORATORY, 1950-60
Bob accepted a position at PNL as a way of getting back to Canada at someone else's expense before moving to another job, but found that he had outstanding colleagues and excellent engineering and electronic support groups at PNL and so decided to stay. His colleague and officemate, Harold Grant, who later also went to Cambridge for a PhD, recalls being misled by Bob's acquired English accent and sports jacket with worn-out elbows and not learning for a month that Bob was actually from Calgary rather than the UK! The initial mission of Bob's group was to understand and predict the performance of shipmounted and towed active sonars in local and North Pacific waters. The large pulse-to-pulse fluctuations found in acoustic energy transmission, even at ranges of less than a mile and time intervals of about half a second (5), suggested to Bob that the transmission was affected by ocean turbulence, which could perhaps be measured directly. He further suggested that the wake of a submarine would not only be more turbulent than the ambient ocean but would also be extensive and hence more easily detected than the submarine itself.
This led to a programme to measure turbulence in the ocean. The hot wire used in wind tunnels was found to be ineffective in the presence of plankton, but eventually a hot-film anemometer was perfected, with the hot wire replaced by a conducting film on the tip of a probe the size of a ballpoint pen. Development of sensors and towing techniques took place in water tunnels and on extensive sea trials in coastal waters. These waters provided conditions ranging from the very calm conditions of a deep inlet to extremely energetic turbulence in some tidal channels. Fortunately, management in Ottawa accepted that investigating intense naturally occurring turbulence was a worthwhile precursor to examining submarine wakes.
The classic view of turbulence is that energy is generated at large scales and is ultimately dissipated at small scales by viscous forces after a cascade through intermediate scales. The famous Russian mathematician Alexander N. Kolmogorov had predicted in 1941 that the 'inertial subrange' of scales between input and dissipation should have an energy spectrum E(k)ʷk ǁ5/3 , where k is a wavenumber (and 2Ț/k a wavelength) and E(k)dk is the energy at wavenumbers between k and k+dk. Observational confirmation of the exponent of ǁ5/3 had become the Holy Grail of turbulence research but was difficult to achieve in the laboratory because the input scales were not large enough, and the dissipation scales not small enough, to provide an accurate determination of a spectral power law between them.
Bob realized that strong tidal flows could provide a wide inertial subrange, with energy input at a scale of tens of metres and with sufficient strength that the dissipation scale would be mere millimetres. Working with Harold Grant, Tony Moilliet and the support teams at the PNL, Bob eventually succeeded in confirming Kolmogorov's prediction with measurements in Discovery Passage, in the waterways between Vancouver Island and mainland British Columbia, where the tidal currents can reach 6 m s ǁ1 (9, 14) . Bob later recalled (47):
After some seven years of designing, testing, modifying equipment, somehow matching tiny probes to a relatively large research ship, designing marginally suitable analysis equipment, working in the rain and a ferociously turbulent sea at ridiculously low ship speeds, fighting plankton and other sources of interference and noise-it all came together! It was with a feeling of almost mystical awe that we saw the data come out, curve after curve matching one with the other and all conforming to the theoretical ideas Kolmogorov had proposed when we were mere adolescents.
Bob's pleasure was enhanced by listening to the signal, transferred to a loudspeaker in the ship's laboratory. He came to recognize the characteristic sound of the Kolmogorov spectrum.
This successful verification of Kolmogorov's hypothesis generated confidence in the instruments and techniques and led to three expeditions in the open sea, with measurements being made by pushing equipment out of the end of a torpedo tube on the Canadian submarine HMCS Grilse. The ocean was found to be a more turbulent environment than had been expected, with properties little different from what was found in submarine wakes. The overall conclusion was that searching for turbulent wakes was not a promising means of submarine detection.
UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA, 1961-70
Much of this study of turbulence occurred after Bob was seconded to the University of British Columbia (UBC) in 1955. This was part of a federal government initiative to build up education in oceanography so as to provide staff for planned government laboratories, such as Bedford Institute of Oceanography outside Dartmouth, Nova Scotia. Bob's secondment was to UBC's Institute of Oceanography which was part of the Faculty of Graduate Studies. The institute was housed in wartime army huts and included people with joint appointments in a variety of science departments, the Department of Physics in Bob's case. He taught courses in both oceanography and physics, and collaborated a little with astronomer G. J. Odgers (7, 8 ).
Bob's continuing collaboration with his colleagues at PNL led not only to the verification of Kolmogorov's spectrum, as discussed above, but also to a realization that, away from regions of strong tidal flow or the direct influence of the wind (13), turbulence in the ocean was rather intermittent. The work laid the foundations for later programmes at UBC, at Canadian government laboratories, and by other groups around the world.
On the theoretical side, Bob continued to think about Reynolds stresses (6), the covariances of velocity fluctuations that enter the equations for the exchange of momentum and energy between the fluctuations and the mean flow. In turbulence theory, establishing what these should be is confounded by the need to know triple correlations. Bob had measured these for particular flows during his PhD work in Cambridge, but theoretically they depend on fourthorder correlations, and so on, in what is known as the 'closure' problem.
Bob realized that Reynolds stresses, or rather gradients of them, also enter the equations governing the interaction of wave motions with a changing environment. Moreover, because the waves are a weaker perturbation of the basic state than turbulence is, it is possible to close the problem provided it is assumed that the basic state changes on space or time scales considerably greater than the wavelength or period, respectively, of the waves.
A slight complication for water waves is that they are wavelike in the horizontal but have a modal structure in the vertical. Allowing for this, it turned out that the vertically integrated effect of the waves on the background state involves a pressure term, acting equally in both horizontal directions, as well as the Reynolds stress exerted in the direction of wave propagation. The total vertically integrated stress was termed the 'radiation stress', a two-dimensional second-order tensor. Much as in the turbulence situation with the Reynolds stress, the radiation stress enters both the equation governing the change in wave energy and the equation describing the changes in momentum of the basic flow.
Bob's first paper on the implications of this radiation stress for the interaction between waves and varying background currents was submitted to the Journal of Fluid Mechanics, a journal established in 1956 by George Batchelor. One reviewer, Michael Longuet-Higgins (FRS 1963), was critical but generously revealed his identity. This led to a very productive correspondence and series of important papers (10-12, 15), with Bob usually supplying the basic question and Michael performing the mathematical development. The topics investigated included the interaction between waves and varying current fields (describing how big waves become on encountering an adverse current), the change in mean sea level in a group of large waves, and the set-up in mean sea level at the coast in response to incoming waves breaking, thus giving up their momentum and pushing on the mean state. A summary discussion of all this work was published jointly in a classic paper (18) in Deep-Sea Research in 1964.
In 1961 Bob's secondment to UBC from PNL ended and he took up a full-time professorial appointment at UBC. He had become interested in the problems of air-sea interaction, particularly in the problems of the turbulent shear flow in the atmosphere and the companion problem of surface wave generation. He realized that his expertise in measuring turbulent flow could be useful and he established a group that rapidly became a world leader and the training ground for a succession of graduate students. The main experimental platform was a tower installed in the shallow waters of Spanish Banks, Vancouver. In principle this was accessible by truck at low tide, but practice showed otherwise on one disastrous occasion reported with glee by the local press. Bob's own papers with students and colleagues included studies of turbulence in the presence of a wavy bottom boundary (16, 25, 27, 29) and contributions to the theory of surface wave generation (30) . One particular scientific question concerned the extent to which Kolmogorov's universal turbulence spectrum would still apply in the sheared mean flow of the atmospheric boundary layer (the spectral shape does survive, but not the ratio of fluctuations in different directions (26)).
Many of Bob's papers from this time are summaries of progress and problems (17, 20, 21, 23); this was part of his evolution into a statesman for the fields. He also assisted J. S. Marshall and E. R. Pounder in the preparation of the second edition of their physics textbook (22) .
Bob had several visiting appointments at other institutions in the 1960s. In 1961 he visited Dalhousie University, in Halifax, Nova Scotia, to advise on the establishment of its Institute of Oceanography, but resisted an invitation to become its first director. He visited the Institute of Atmopheric Physics in Moscow for three months in 1963, after an invitation some years earlier from its director, A. M. Obukhov. Bob taught himself Russian in preparation for the visit. He collaborated with E. A. Novikov in an investigation of the tendency for turbulence to be intermittent. They explored the idea, independently suggested by Kolmogorov, that similarity arguments suggest a log-normal distribution of turbulent kinetic energy dissipation (19) .
In 1964 Bob spent six months as a visiting professor at Harvard. He was invited to outline a scenario for a film on turbulence, to be one in a series of educational films on fluid dynamics. The outline was approved and the film was made with Bob as the lecturer. It was released in 1969 and is still widely shown; it can be seen on the internet via <http://web.mit.edu/fluids/ www/Shapiro/ncfmf.html>. A key part in the film is Bob's discussion of the 'turbulent syndrome', marked by disorder, efficient mixing, and continuous but irregular three-dimensional vorticity. The film also emphasizes the internal similarity of turbulence in which the structures are the same in appearance regardless of scale. The viewer is invited to compare images of real and film studio explosions, with the latter only betrayed by being less fine-grained. In 1967 Bob returned to Cambridge for a year as Commonwealth Visiting Professor, writing overviews (23, 24) and maintaining his the UBC group at long range.
INSTITUTE OF OCEAN SCIENCES, 1970-79
By the late 1960s Bob had decided that, having been supported in his own research by more senior people, he now wanted to move into a more managerial role himself. This came at a time when the federal government in Ottawa had decided to follow the recommendation, made by Bob and Lloyd Dickie, Director of the Marine Ecology Laboratory at Bedford Institute, to establish a major oceanographic laboratory on the west coast of Canada to match Bedford Institute in Nova Scotia (28) . Bob was appointed as Director General of Ocean and Aquatic Sciences, Pacific Region, for the Department of the Environment. His mandate was to coordinate several small and scattered research groups in Vancouver and Victoria and to oversee the establishment and construction of a new facility.
After some political bickering about where the new institute should be located, a former Department of National Defence property 30 kilometres north of Victoria on the Saanich peninsula became available and was selected. Bob felt very strongly that high-rise buildings hinder the easy communication which he wanted; his plea for a low-rise building with horizontal communication was aided by the close proximity of Victoria's airport! The design of the elegant and effective buildings that now comprise the Institute of Ocean Sciences (IOS) and the Pacific Geoscience Centre was greatly influenced by Bob's desire to emulate the Institute for Geophysics and Planetary Physics at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography in La Jolla, California.
During the construction of IOS, which was not opened formally until 1978, Bob was based in downtown Victoria while directing the groups that would eventually move in. He was able to make several appointments, many of them physical oceanographers who had obtained PhDs at UBC, but also people who had trained in other fields, such as radio astronomy, and could contribute to emerging fields, such as remote sensing of the oceans from space. His main philosophy was to hire good people and, within the constraints and requirements of a government laboratory, let them do their own research as long as they communicated with each other.
One of Bob's scientific contributions during this period came from his realization that, in a spatially varying turbulent flow, vorticity cannot be treated as a passive scalar such as a dye. This was a topic on which G. I. Taylor Bob's background in physics was handy in one memorable spat between the federal and provincial governments. The former wanted to restrict television transmission to cable networks and prohibit the private use of satellite receiver dishes, whereas the latter wanted to use satellite transmission to distribute educational material to remote communities. The feds threatened to prosecute anyone who owned a satellite dish, but Bob pointed out that a flat zone plate could be used just as well as a dish and could be concealed in the wall of a house. He had a zone plate cut out of plywood and set up to receive television just outside the provincial legislature in Victoria. The feds backed down.
Unfortunately, financial restraint in British Columbia became more prevalent after an economic downturn and the election of a right-wing Social Credit government, which felt that government should be smaller. After a while, this situation made Bob's job unsatisfying, especially after Pat McGeer decided to leave, and he succumbed to an invitation to move to Alberta.
ALBERTA RESEARCH COUNCIL, 1984-87
Bob was appointed as interim President of the Alberta Research Council and planned to be there for no more than three years. He became involved in the management of ongoing projects on coal gasification to take advantage of Alberta's huge coal deposits, but there was little opportunity for new initiatives because Alberta was also experiencing economic difficulties. Bob was faced with the need for cutbacks, but he adopted the philosophy of cutting whole sec-tions, rather than just support staff, so that support could be maintained for surviving programmes. With considerable regret he shut down a section on rain enhancement. This was a project that was popular with Alberta farmers and the group was conducting some good research on cloud physics, but Bob concluded that it was not achieving any practical success.
UNIVERSITY OF VICTORIA, 1987-89
Bob returned to Victoria to become the interim director of a new Centre for Earth and Ocean Research (CEOR) at the University of Victoria. This was an initiative designed to bring together some of the geophysical and oceanographic research at the university and, in particular, to strengthen ties with the federal government's Pacific Geoscience Centre and the Institute of Ocean Sciences of which Bob had been the founding director.
CEOR was housed in the Department of Physics and Astronomy. Bob enjoyed the opportunity to get back to teaching, taking on the fourth-year undergraduate physics courses in Continuum Mechanics and Fluid Mechanics. He also took a keen interest in the laboratory instruction in the department.
Bob's formal retirement came in 1989, with a retirement symposium (see AtmosphereOcean 29; 1991) at the University of Victoria's conference facility at Dunsmuir Lodge north of Victoria, but he continued his involvement with international organizations for a few more years. The role of the JOC was to coordinate contributions from different countries and to provide an international 'seal of approval' so that governments would commit resources. One of GARP's early projects, in 1974, was the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment (known by the second-order acronym GATE). This investigation set out to learn more about tropical meteorology and air-sea interaction and involved large research ships, from a number of nations, including CCGS Quadra from Canada and half of the Soviet Union's oceanographic fleet. Experience with this and other projects led Bob to the view that, in peacetime at least, it takes 10 years or more from the conception of a large international project to its execution, with even more time required for data analysis and interpretation. Experience and email now seem to have reduced this timescale! In spite of Bob's involvement with GARP, there was a feeling in the oceanographic community, represented by SCOR, that the role of the oceans in climate issues was not getting the attention it deserved. SCOR thus joined forces with the intergovernmental International Oceanographic Commission (IOC) to establish a new group, the Committee on Climate Change and the Oceans (CCCO), to parallel GARP but with an oceanographic emphasis. Roger Revelle became the first chairman in 1978 and in 1983 was succeeded by Bob, who served until 1987. One very successful international project proposed by the CCCO was the Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere experiment, which led to greatly improved monitoring of the equatorial Pacific and enhanced understanding and prediction of El Niño. Bob also successfully steered the discussions that led to the CCCO's giving its blessing to, and thus securing resources for, the World Ocean Circulation Experiment proposed by Carl Wunsch (ForMemRS 2002) .
From 1990 to 1993, after his formal retirement, Bob was also vice-chairman of the International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme, but he found this less effective than the CCCO. The latter was disbanded later when the attention of the IOC became focused on collaboration with the World Meteorological Organization on the World Climate Research Programme.
Bob found that being a Canadian was an immense advantage on these international committees. With his expertise and North American origins he was acceptable to Americans, but at the same time he was acceptable to the rest of the community by not actually being American! He was particularly sympathetic to scientists from the Soviet Union because of his earlier visit there and because he recognized the importance of keeping communication open during the Cold War.
OTHER SCIENTIFIC CONTRIBUTIONS
During his years as a science director and administrator, some of Bob's publications were reviews (31, 34, 37, 38, 45 ), often at a popular level (24, 35, 36, 39, 43, 44) . As early as 1969 he wrote an influential article (24) entitled 'The atmosphere and the ocean' for a special issue of Scientific American. He concluded with the suggestion that the climate system might have different states and can be kicked from one to another by random perturbations. His analogy was with '…a gambler's die lying on the floor of a truck running over a rough road', with one of its six faces up, but the possibility of it being jarred and landing with a different face up. The suggestion is now more relevant than ever.
Towards the end of his career Bob became involved in discussions of sea level rise, and particularly stressed the importance of separating out the effect of coastal subsidence (40-42, 46).
SCIENTIFIC STYLE AND PHILOSOPHY
Bob took considerable pride in his scientific intuition. He was happy to have a good idea of the answer to a problem and leave the detailed mathematical investigations to others. He attached great value to thought experiments and would stress that, although these need not be realistic, they should be realizable, in the sense that they did not conflict with any well-established scientific law. He could point to several studies of ocean dynamics where this guiding principle had been ignored.
Bob was also known for various slightly tongue-in-cheek aphorisms. An example is his claim that one can judge the stature of a scientist by the length of time for which he or she has held up scientific progress. He liked to illustrate this with examples from theories of surfacewater wave generation by wind.
AWARDS
His election to the Fellowship of the Royal Society in 1970 was the recognition that pleased Bob the most. On receiving his first volume of Biographical Memoirs, he noted the typical longevity of deceased fellows and proudly announced that his life expectancy had just increased by several years! He was recognized by numerous Canadian awards and honorary degrees (although he had little respect for the idea of honorary degrees) and won the prestigious Sverdrup Medal of the American Meteorological Society in 1976.
PERSONAL LIFE
While at Cambridge, Bob joined the university lacrosse team. He enjoyed the company of team-mates who came mostly from northern England and had accents like that of his maternal grandfather. He obtained a half blue but also broke his leg very badly, spent two months in hospital, and had associated problems for the rest of his life.
Bob was first married to Vera (Paddy) Brande, a nurse he had met while in hospital. Although the marriage continued for 25 years, it did not work well because Bob and Paddy moved in different circles; Paddy was a gifted amateur actress, whereas most of Bob's social acquaintances were scientists with whom Paddy found she had little in common. Bob's second marriage, a very happy one, was in 1973 to Anne-Marie Robert, a French woman whom he had met while she was working for his deputy at the Institute of Ocean Sciences. Bob is survived by four children, three from his first marriage and one from his second.
Bob did not have serious hobbies but took great pleasure in the opportunities his career offered for foreign travel and interaction with people from other cultures. After a visit to Japan in the 1980s, he became intrigued by the board game GO and enjoyed this in his retirement. As much as anything he enjoyed debating issues of the day over lunch with colleagues.
Bob was raised in a Methodist family because his father had started his career working for the Methodist church. His mother was a secular Christian who would attend church with her husband but was not a believer. Bob remembered that the very few quarrels between his parents were associated with religion. Bob was not religious himself and found it strange that some scientists could be. He did believe in the importance of compassion and would be annoyed with himself if he felt he had failed to show it. This did not stop him being direct and persistent in scientific discussion, but he showed considerable tact in his criticism. He was also sensitive in his interactions with scientists from other nations and was particularly keen to maintain opportunities for colleagues from the Soviet Union. During his time at UBC he invited Russian scientists to visit for joint studies of air-sea interaction and to live in his house. He was a generous and considerate mentor of graduate students and other young scientists, doing all he could to help them to publish papers and find appropriate jobs. 
